
QuiltCon 2022 Community 
Outreach Quilt Challenge



Theme: Angles
Angles come in all shapes and sizes, with varying degrees. 
While some are more pointed you can also find others that 
almost seem to flatten out.

You’ll find right angles in most quilts, so the CHALLENGE 
this year is to 

feature angles that are NOT 90° in your quilt. 
Acute or obtuse, let the angles be the focus of the quilt, 
instead of simply the place where blocks meet.



Get inspired by a few examples …..
Tidal Wave by Krystina 

Hop
Amethyst by Jennifer 

Johns



Get inspired by a few examples …..
Tessellations by Nydia 

Kehn
Which Way is Up? by Dawn 

G



Get inspired by a few examples …..

Downstream by Yvonne 
Fuchs

A few right a
ngles in a few of 

these ex
amples…..



Color Palette

Kona equivalents:

Moda:

Boysenberry Coral Tangerine Bright Idea Peapod



More Details…. Set by MQG
Use at least two of the colors in this fun citrus-inspired palette and 
let your imaginations run wild! We’ve included coordinating solids 
from some of our sponsors to get you started. 

Feel free to add prints and other solids, as long as they 
match the color palette.

Moda Bella Solids
White Boysenberry 
Geranium Amelia Orange 
Yellow Fig Tree Olive 



Details in Summary
•Design the Quilt
•Use at least two, or up to all six, of the colors in the 
palette to create your quilt.
•Feature those angles! Make sure the theme is the focus 
of your piecing.
•Quilts must be twin size, which is 65” x 85”. 
• If your guild or team decides to use a pattern, be sure to 
get permission from the pattern designer and include 
that information when you submit the quilt to QuiltCon!
•Work Together!!!!!
• Include as many people as you can from your guild or 
individual members team to complete each step.



Community Outreach FAQs

Does the quilt back need to adhere to the 
color palette?

•No, it does not. However, all quilting, binding, 
and front fabric needs to match the color 
palette with no addition of extra colors, 
including other neutrals.



Photograph & Enter Your Quilt
•This year guilds and teams will enter their 
challenge quilts using the same entry system as 
regular QuiltCon submissions! The entry 
timeframe is between September-October. 
•Community Outreach quilts MUST be submitted 
by the deadline of October 31 in order for us to 
reserve space for them at QuiltCon, but you will 
be able to update photographs of your finished 
Community Outreach quilt through December 
18th. 



Blog Post Article (optional)
•Your Guild or Individual Member Team may submit 
an optional blog post article with 3-5 accompanying 
photos discussing the process of designing and 
completing your guild’s quilt. 
•Submit your post before March 31, 2022!

https://mqg.memberclicks.net/community-outreach-blog-2022


Important Dates

•October 31, 2021 - Submit entry with basic 
information

•December 18, 2021 - Finalize entry with pictures 
and details

•January 2022 - Quilts arrive at QuiltCon offices



The
Migration

Possible titl
e????



Block Requirements:
•WHITE MUST be in the block

•Use up to 4 other “citrus-inspired” colors 

•Make at least 1 – 10 ½” unfinished block 

•OR at least 2 – 5 ½” unfinished blocks

•Turn your blocks in to Linda or Mary at guild 
meetings or send by mail by August 



BLOCKS….. Size 5 ½” or 10 ½” FPP

•Provided to you!!!!

•Foundation paper piecing blocks will be available 
for download on the S2MQG website.

•Variety of FPP skill levels

•Demo on FPP at July’s guild meeting



Examples of Blocks



Examples of Blocks Idea:  have all the 

flying geese white?



Future Dates……

•Date to gather to assemble

•Time to meet to assemble

•Place to gather

TB
D



July Guild Meeting

•Presentation on how to Foundation Paper Piece

•Copies of blocks available in both sizes

•Collect any completed blocks

•Information on upcoming dates

•Answer any questions



Linda Crump

lcrump48@gmail.com

Mary Hayes

maryquilts913@gmail.com

QUESTIONS??

Send an email


